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Summary
Recently new global optimization procedure called Random Tunneling Algorithm has been proposed for the problems which have
different objective functions. There exist two phases in the tunneling algorithm for global optimization problems, 1) minimization phase and
2) tunneling phase. The local minimum is searched in the minimization phase and the point in a lower valley is searched in the tunneling
phase. Branching Generalized Random Tunneling Algorithm (BGRTA) has been applied to the global optimum for the discrete and
continuous design variables. By treating the discrete design variables as penalty function, the augmented objective function is constructed.
As a result, all design variables can be treated as the continuous design variables.
In this paper, we propose Updated Random Tunneling Algorithm (URTA) for the global optimum for the discrete and continuous design
variables. The proposed algorithm enables to find new point reasonably in minimization and tunneling phase. We use the random search
which generates the increments according to Cauchy distribution in the minimization phase. Likewise, in the tunneling phase, we generate
the increments from the local minimum with different weights according to Cauchy distribution and search the points in the lower valley.
The wide range of search becomes possible owing to the property of Cauchy distribution and weight control. We apply the proposed method
to some benchmark problems in order to show its effectiveness. The proposed method works very well for these application problems.
Being universal and simple, URTA can also solve the problems which have non−differentiable objective functions.
Keywords: RTA, Global optimization, Discrete variables, Hybrid variables, Tunneling phase

random the new point approximately according to a Boltzmann
distribution, whose temperature T is updated during the
algorithm. As T→0, such distribution peaks around the global
minima of the cost function, producing a kind of random
tunneling effect. The motivation for such an approach comes
from recent works on the simulated annealing approach in
global optimization. In addition, Dynamic Tunneling
Algorithm (DTA) may search new point x in a lower valley by
solving a differential equation [16]. And Multi−trajectory
Dynamic Tunneling Algorithm was proposed to cancel the
numerical instability of DTA [6]. There are two approaches in
treatment of constraints [8, 9]. The first is to consider the
constraints as a penalty function. The other is to adopt new
branching phase which is called a constraints−phase in
tunneling phase.
All studies which discussed the handling method for hybrid
variable used the penalty function for discrete design variables
[8~10]. For example, Branching Generalized Random
Tunneling Algorithm (BGRTA) converted discrete variables to
continuous variables by adopting skillful function and treated
that as a penalty function [8, 9]. By treating the discrete design
variables as penalty function, the augmented objective function
is constructed. As a result, all design variables can be treated as
the continuous design variables.
In this paper, we propose a Updated Random Tunneling
Algorithm (URTA) to solve the constrained global optimization
for hybrid variables.
Section 2 discusses the details of the implementation of the

1. Introduction
We often face up to global optimization in the scientific,
technological and economical field. Optimization problem
could be either constrained or unconstrained according to the
existence of constraints. Optimization can also be distinguished
by either discrete or continuous variables. Practical relationship
between variables is often non−linear, and it is difficult to get
the differential information for the objective function and
constraints in practice. And the objective function may have
not only one valley but also multi−valleys.
We can not apply the public optimization methods such as
gradient method or conjugate gradient method to these
optimization problems. So Genetic Algorithm [4, 7, 12, 13],
Simulated Annealing [15] and Random Tunneling Algorithm
[8, 11, 16] are applied to solve these problems.
The study on RTA for global optimization of the
multi−valleys object function has long history. There exist two
phases in the tunneling algorithm for global minimization
problems, 1) minimization phase and 2) tunneling phase. The
local minimum is searched in the minimization phase and the
point in a lower valley is searched in the tunneling phase.
Global optimization is realized by repeating these phases.
Main focus of most studies has been on updating the
tunneling phase. For example, new point in a lower valley is
searched from the local minimum x* by finding the solution of
tunneling function h(x)[11]. It is difficult for this method to
find the solution of tunneling function h(x) if the number of
local minimums increases. A particular instance is to choose at
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weight ω and current variables vector xcurrent; output data are
newly generated variables vector xnew.

Updated Random Tunneling Algorithms for constrained
optimization of hybrid variables.
Section 3 examines the validity of the proposed method
through typical benchmark problems. Here presents the
experimental results on 5 benchmark problems. The results are
also compared with best−known solutions obtained using
earlier Random Tunneling Algorithms implementations.

Procedure Select_X(ω, xcurrent; xnew)
0 BEGIN
1
nitr←0;
repeat
2
α←[2×random(0,1)-1]×π/2;
3
xnew←xcurrent+ω×tan(α);
4
until xnew is feasible
5
6
if nitr>20 then
xnew←xcurrent; goto (15)
7
8
end if
9
if isDiscrete then
10
ContinuousToDiscrete(xnew)
11 end if
12 if not SatisfyLimit(xnew) then
goto (2)
13
nitr←nitr+1;
14 end if
15 END

2. Updated Random Tunneling Algorithm
Main features of this paper are as follows:
1) We proposed new sampling algorithm for variables which
exists in minimization and tunneling phase. This enables all
constraints to be treated effectively.
2) We proposed new algorithm for treating the hybrid
variables.

2.1 Problem specification
The general nonlinear optimization problem which include
constraints and uses the hybrid variables can be formulated as
follows:

⎧ g j ( x) ≤ 0, j = 1, p
⎪
min f ( x) = ⎨
⎪⎩h j ( x) = 0, j = p + 1, m
x = ( x1 , x2 ,L , xn ) ∈R n
ai ≤ xi ≤ bi , i = 1, q

{

Figure 1. New sampling algorithm for variables Select_X

(1)

We set the repeat number nitr to zero (Line 1).
Starting from the current point xcurrent, we repeat the search of
new point xnew, until the point can satisfy the box constraints
(Line 2−5).
If the discrete values exist in vector xnew, we must treat the
discrete variables. In vector xnew, the discrete variables take not
discrete values, but continuous values.
The function ContinuousToDiscrete(x) converts the
continuous values which are set for all discrete variables in
vector xnew into the correponding discrete values (Line 9−11).
Then, we examine the hybrid variables xnew by
SatisfyLimit(x) whether those can satisfy all constraints.
If all constraints will not be satisfied at new point xnew,
searching a new point is repeated by repeat number nitr(Line
12−14).
If the number of nitr is larger than 20, the search is stoped
substituting the given current point xcurrent for new point xnew
(Line 6−8).

}

xq + k ∈ Dk , Dk = d k ,1 , d k , 2 ,L , d k , z ( k ) , k = 1, n − q
where n−the number of all variables, q−the number of
continuous variables, (n−q)− the number of discrete variables.
Where, the continuous variables are bounded by the box
constraints, and the discrete variables can take only values
which are limited in number.
For example, the kth discrete variable can take only a value
among the set Dk={dk, 1, dk, 2, …, dk, z(k)} where z(k) is the
number of values for the kth discrete variable. And, gj, j∈{1,
…, q} are inequality constraints and hj, j∈{q+1, …, m} are
equality constraints which can be transformed to inequality
constraints using Eq. (2).
h j ( x) − ε ≤ 0, j = p + 1, m

(2)

2.2.2 Minimization phase

In the minimization phase, input data are weight ω,
minimization number nmin and current vector xcurrent; output data
are the newly selected vector xnew. Figure 2 shows the
algorithm for minimization phase, Minimize.

Where ε is a small tolerance

2.2 Description of URTA
There exist two phases in the tunneling algorithm for global
optimization problems in URTA, 1) minimization phase and 2)
tunneling phase. This is as same as the phases in earlier RTA.
The basic difference between URTA and earlier RTA is that
we have proposed new sampling algorithm for variables which
exists in not only minimization phase and but also tunneling
phase. This enables all constraints to be treated effectively.

Procedure Minimize(nmin, ω, xcurrent; xnew)
0 BEGIN
1
for i=1 to nmin
2
Select_X(ω, xcurrent,xnew)
3
if f(xnew)<f(xcurrent) then
4
xcurrent←xnew
end if
5
6 end for
7 xnew←xcurrent
8 END

2.2.1 New sampling algorithm for variables Select_X

Figure 1 shows new sampling algorithm for variables
Select_X which can generate a new point xnew at random. This
new point xnew means a variables vector which can satisfy all
constraints such as gj and hj, and also satisfy the box constraints
for the continuous variables. In this algorithm, input data are

Figure 2. Algorithm for minimization phase, Minimize.
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We use the minimization weight ω=0.01, minimization
number nmin=20 and tunneling number ntnl=5 in all
examinations. The algorithm is tested on a Core(TM)2 Duo
CPU 2.20GHz computer.

The point determined through the algorithm Select_X is just
the starting point xcurrent for the minimization phase. The local
minimum is searched around the point xcurrent (Line 2).
If the objective function value f(xnew) is less than the current
value f(xcurrent), we consider that the point xnew is the new local
minimum (Line 3−5). After repeating search of the local
minimum by minimization number nmin, we consider the final
point as the local minimum (Line 1−7).

3.1 Problem 1(Unconstrained Optimization) [14]
To test the generality of this algorithm, we have solved the
unconstrained global optimization problem [14] which contains
Bessel function and have two continuous variables. This
problem is specified as follows:

2.2.3 Tunneling phase

In the tunneling phase, we generate the increments according
to Cauchy distribution from the local minimum xcurrent which is
given by minimization phase.
If the point determined by the increments is not lower than
xcurrent, search of new points is repeated in a lower valley with
decreased weight which corresponds to the decreased radius of
search.
Figure 3 shows algorithm for tunneling phase, Tunneling.

min :

f ( x , y ) = J 0 ( x 2 + y 2 ) + 0 .1 1 − x + 0 . 1 1 − y

(3)

where −∞≤x≤∞, −∞≤y≤∞, J0 means Bessel function of the first
kind.
The visual figure of this function is shown in Fig. 4 to look
for the global optimum. Fig. 4 a) is three dimensional surface
and Fig. 4 b) is its contour. This function is well known as a
model function which has a lot of minima and a global
minimum (Fig. 4). The results are given in Table 1.

Procedure Tunneling(ntnl, xcurrent;xnew)
0 BEGIN
for i=1 to nstep
1
2
for j=1 to ntnl
3
Select_X(ω0i,xcurrent,xnew)
4
if f(xnew)<f(xcurrent) then
5
goto (10)
6
end if
end for
7
8
end for
xnew←xcurrent
9
10 END

Results of the first problem.

Table 1.
Method

x

y

f(x, y)

Call number

Randy[14]

1.0

1.660 6

−0.335 6

−

URTA

1

1.660 58

−0.335 59

1 000

Figure 3. Algorithm for tunneling phase, Tunneling

In the tunneling phase, input data are tunneling number ntnl
and current variables vector xcurrent; output data are the newly
searched variables vector xnew. And it needs the weight number
nstep, and weight values ω0i. These data are given as consts.
At first, we search the points in a lower valley around the
current point xcurrent with the weight ω0i, applying algorithm
Select_X (Line 3).
If the objective function value f(xnew) is less than the current
value f(xcurrent), we consider the point xnew as new point in a
lower valley (Line 4−6).
If we can’t find the new point in any lower valley, we repeat
the tunneling by the tunneling number ntnl (Line 2−7).
If we can’t still find the new point in any lower valley after
repeating ntnl times, we repeat the upper tunneling process
with changed weight value ω0i by the weight number nstep (Line
1−8). If we can not find a new point in a lower valley even
though we repeated search of the point by tunneling repeat
number nstep×nmin, we consider the current point xcurrent as the
new point xnew(Line 1−9).
Finally, URTA combines the minimization phase with the
tunneling phase to search the global optimum.

a)

b)

3. Numerical experiments

Figure 4. Shape of object function [14]

This section examines the performance of the URTA
algorithm on 5 test problems. In fact, these benchmark
problems have already been studied by numerous researchers.

a) 3D surface, b) contour
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As shown in the Table 1, URTA finds out the global
minimum by function calls of 1 000.

Min f ( x ) = − x1 − 1.8 x2
Subject to

3.2 Problem 2(Constrained Optimization [10])
We solved the global minimum problem [10] of 3 variables
with one linear constraint and 3 constraints to test the new
constraint−handling technique of this algorithm. This is a
practical problem which finds the minimum of mass of coil
spring.
The design variables are wire diameter d(=x1), average
diameter of coil D(=x2) and round number of coil N(=x3), and
theses are continuous in all.
The problem is specified as follows.

min f ( x) = (2 + x3 ) x12 x2

x1 ≥ 1, x2 ≥ 0; ( x1, x2 : integer )

The results are given in Table 3.

Item

Subject to

0.05 ≤ x1 ≤ 2.00 , 0.25 ≤ x2 ≤ 1.30 , 2.00 ≤ x2 ≤ 15.0

Arora[2]

x1(d)

0.053 396 0.051 480 0.051 466

0.051799

x2(D)

0.399 180 0.351 661 0.351 384

0.359 338

x3(N)

9.185 400 11.632 201 11.608 659

11.137 588

g1(x)

0.000 019 −0.002 080 −0.003 336 −0.000 048 1

g2(x)

−0.000 018 −0.000 110 −0.000 110 −0.000 003 4

g3(x)

−4.123 832 −4.026 318 −4.026 318 −4.058 669 2

g4(x)

−0.698 283 −0.731 239 −0.731 324 −0.725 909 7

fmin

0.012 730 0.012 705 0.012 667 0.012 666 04

Function Call 900 000

Coello[3]

1 291

Hu[5]

none

Discrete

Kitayama[9]

URTA

Kitayama[9]

URTA

x1

4.477

4.481 36

6

6

x2

2.059

2.057 13

1

1

g1(x)

−

−9.439e−05

0

0

fmin

−8.183 2

−8.184 204

−7.8

−7.8

3.3.2 Problem 4

(5)

The second problem for discrete variables is as follows:
Min f ( x ) = −1.1x1 + x2
Subject to
g1 ( x ) = x1 − x2 + 1 ≤ 0

(6)

g2 ( x) =

−4 x12

(8)

+ 28 x1 − x2 − 40 ≤ 0

0 ≤ x1 ≤ 5, 1 ≤ x2 ≤ 8

Results of the second problem

Item

Continuous

As shown in Table 3, the continuous global minimum found
by the proposed algorithm is lower than earlier global
minimum [9] and the discrete global minimum is as same as
earlier global minimum [9].

This is used as a benchmark problem to verify the
constrained optimization as having many minima. The results
are given in Table 2.
Table 2.

Results of the third problem

Table 3.

(4)

⎧ g1 ( x ) = 1 − x23 x3 (71785 x14 ) ≤ 0
⎪
4 x22 − x1 x2
1
⎪
+
−1 ≤ 0
⎪ g 2 ( x) =
12566( x2 x13 − x14 ) 5108 x12
⎨
⎪
2
⎪ g3 ( x) = 1 − 140.45 x1 ( x2 x3 ) ≤ 0
⎪ g ( x ) = ( x + x ) 1. 5 − 1 ≤ 0
1
2
⎩ 4

(7)

g1 ( x ) = x12 + ( x2 + 6) 2 − 85 ≤ 0

The discrete values of every design variables are at intervals
of 0.5.
We can find the global minimum 0.5 at the point (x1=5,
x2=6) as like as earlier global minimum [9].

URTA

3.3.3 Problem 5(Pressure vessel problem [9])

The global optimization of pressure vessel in Fig. 5 is widely
known in global optimization for hybrid variables.
The design variables in pressure vessel are the radius of
pressure vessel R(continuous), length L(continuous), thickness
Ts, Th(both are discrete). The object function is the total cost to
manufacture and the geometrical meaning of these variables are
shown in Fig. 5.

2 000

As shown in Table 2, the global minimum found by the
proposed algorithm with function calls of 2000 is lower than
earlier global minimum.

3.3 Global optimization for Hybrid variables [9]
We solved three global minimum problems [9] for hybrid
variables to test the new discrete variables−handling technique
of this algorithm.

Figure 5. Design variables in pressure vessel

3.3.1 Problem 3

This problem is specified as follows:

The first problem for discrete variables is as follows:

f ( x) = 0.622 4 x1 x 2 x 3 + 1.778 1x12 x 4 + 3.166 1x 2 x32 + 19.84 x1 x 32 (9)
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Subject to
g1 ( x) = 0.019 3x1 x3 − 1 ≤ 0

g 2 ( x) = 0.009 54 x1 x4 − 1 ≤ 0
g 3 ( x) = x2 240 − 1 ≤ 0
4
⎞
⎛
g 4 ( x) = ⎜1 296 000 − πx13 ⎟
3
⎠
⎝

⎫
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎪
πx12 x2 − 1 ≤ 0⎪
⎪⎭

(
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